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03. February 2023

Environmental Department

Event for homeowners // 8 February 2023, 5:30 pm at the
Europahaus // Admission free
Many of the properties built in Bocholt in the 1950s to 1970s have great potential for
upgrading. Even small steps can sometimes have a big effect, for example by sealing
window frames, targeted insulation, encasing pipes or installing solar collectors. A lot can
also be done on one's own.

With the help of the 1500 ThermoCards that were distributed in Bocholt last week, many
homeowners can become detectives in their own homes. The aim is to check the building
fabric and detect cold areas on the inside of exterior walls. Anyone who enjoys
investigating and optimising is invited to the event.

Increasing thermal insulation - improving property value

on Wednesday, 8 February 2023, at 5:30 p.m. in the Europahaus, Adenauer Allee 59, in
Bocholt. The organiser is the city of Bocholt, admission is free. Individual experiences and
questions are explicitly welcome. "I am looking forward to an exciting evening, together
with the Rhein Ruhr Climate Agency and energy consultant Björn Gottemeier from Bottrop,"
says environmental officer Angela Theurich.

Anyone who does not have time on this day but would still like to find out more will find
valuable information on the website of the City of Bocholt, www.bocholt.de , under "City
Hall, Environment and Climate Protection"; e.g. practical renovation videos, subdivided
according to building components, a list of energy efficiency experts working in Bocholt
and recognised by the federal government, as well as a link to current funding programmes
of the state and the federal government.

Improve thermal insulation - increase property value".
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